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ABSTRACT
This study sought to determine if there are differences in cognitive performance based on reading mode, political affiliation, and motivated reasoning. Military students interpreted equivalent data for neutral and political policy topics between paper and digital tablets modes. Differences in performance were examined by comparing results between and within reading modes. Chi test results for data interpretation accuracy showed significant differences between reading modes ($p < .01$) and a medium effect size ($\nu = 0.38$). This study extends current research by comparing student performance across reading modes in relation to motivated reasoning.
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The Relationship Between Motivated Reasoning and Reading Mode on Performance

The proliferation of misinformation disseminated by social media is driven more by popularity than accuracy (Nolan, 2017). Misinformation fuels motivated reasoning and cognitive biases that affect multiple cognitive and emotional processes.

Motivated reasoning is the evaluation of information to protect individual or group values rather than objectively assessing facts (Kunda, 1990). Individuals justify beliefs to preserve group identification based on ideological values, partisanship, and affective divisions (Jost et al., 2022). According to Pew (2019), political polarization is the biggest factor involving public attitudes and values such as immigration and climate change, with the largest gaps for gun policy (57%) and race (55%).

Carpenter & Alloway (2019) compared computer-based testing with paper involving working memory that showed a negative performance for computer-based tests. Studies showed that digital technology affects cognitive processing and learning (Loh & Kanai, 2016; Rosenwald, 2014; Umejima et al., 2021) and digital users develop new cognitive shortcuts (Lui, 2005).

Together, misinformation, polarization, and social media create a fertile environment for activating cognitive biases and motivated reasoning.

Statement of the Problem

Motivated reasoning inhibits the objective evaluation of information and decisions, which is often disassociated with accuracy (Kahan, 2013). There is a scarcity in understanding the influence of motivated reasoning related to data interpretation while using digital devices. The influence of social media and online communities involving political polarization challenges
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educators and scientists to effectively counter motivated reasoning because democracies depend upon citizens to interpret data and make sound judgment about policies, even while under the influence of biases (Lazer et al., 2018; Strömbäck, 2021).

Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework for this study relates to cognitive information processing, specifically motivated reasoning. Motivated reasoning considers cognitive and affective factors that influence decision making. Political issues often involve ideological cognitive biases and associated affective qualities that reinforce self-identity and political affiliation (Bolsen, et al., 2014). Furthermore, partisan endorsements also have powerful influences on individuals to maintain dispositions and consequently influence opinions (Bolsen et al., 2014; Kahan et al., 2017; Slothuus & de Vreese, 2010). Because ideological positions are associated with cognitive biases, it is important to understand the influence on critical thinking, evaluation of policies, and effects on decision making.

Significance of the Study

The increase use of digital devices presents new questions related to critical thinking and effective instructional interventions. This experimental design extends studies involving motivated reasoning to further explore motivated reasoning in relation to digital devices.

Social media induces a conditioning of mental processing (i.e., reward and avoidance) through release of hormones (i.e., dopamine), creating reinforcing feedback loops (Haynes, 2018). Because mental conditioning may be associated with political dispositions and affiliations (Weston et al., 2006), it is important to consider motivated reasoning in relation to digital
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environments to better understand the influence on critical thinking. The National Educational Association considers affective polarization, fueled by misinformation and disseminated via social media, a threat to our democratic values (Walker, 2021).

**Literature Review**

Motivated reasoning refers to biased cognitive processing in the ways individuals assess, construct, and evaluate information to conform to a particular goal or belief that may be disassociated with accuracy or disregard facts that conflict with existing beliefs (Druckman & Bolsen, 2011; Kunda, 1990). Motivated reasoning usually involves confirmation bias, a cognitive process that filters out conflicting information and reinforces prior beliefs, and self-serving bias, a process that protects identity and lessens cognitive dissonance or discomfort from information that conflicts with pre-existing beliefs.

Humans prefer to simplify complex issues and cognitive biases function as a heuristic or shortcut that reduces cognitive effort. Kahneman (2011) characterized System 1 as an automatic process that requires less effort, whereas System 2 is deliberate and rational, thereby expending greater effort. Motivated reasoning relates to System 1 or fast, automatic thinking that engages heuristics and biases rather than System 2, characterized by slow, reflective thinking.

**Group Polarization**

Political polarization about scientific and empirical issues persists despite scientific consensus opposing opposite positions and values (Kahan, 2013). Group polarization refers to a change in individual preferences to conform to group preferences, usually following a discussion. Social media provides a means for ongoing discussions that influence individuals through group rules, social comparisons, and information sharing (Meyers & Lamm, 1976).
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Group membership influences brain activities through processing information in cognitive and emotional systems. Brain activity for members of the ingroup showed lower empathy for outgroup members but higher sensitivity for perceived threats by outgroup members (Molenberghs & Louis, 2018). Studies using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) highlight the nexus of brain activity with group dynamics, cognitive processing, and emotional systems.

Republicans showed greater brain activity in the right amygdala whereas the Democrats showed greater activity in the left insula indicating an association between brain activity with partisanship (Schreiber et al., 2013). Moreover, the results suggest distinct differences in the neural processes when evaluating values, not simply a difference in values. Consequently, motivated reasoning may condition brain processes by triggering cognitive biases and evaluation processes.

Experimental results by Wischnewski et al. (2021) support the role of cognitive sophistication as a mitigating factor of influence by misinformation. Furthermore, the findings showed emotional processes only partially related to political identity, nevertheless, emotions predicted performance more consistently than political identity and cognitive sophistication.

Identity Protection

Researchers report a continuing rise of ideological attitudes across Independents, Democrats, and Republicans (Pew Research, 2019, 2014; Smith, 2016). Identity-protection Cognition Thesis (ICT) takes into account the psychological investment with affinity groups and shared beliefs (Kahan et al., 2017). Political issues trigger both cognitive and affective reactions, which may impede or enhance reflective and deliberate cognitive reasoning. That is, individuals interpret evidence to align with the value system of the group or affiliation.
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Studies conducted by Bolsen et al. (2014) provide evidence of motivated reasoning related to party endorsements. Individuals are more supportive of policies endorsed by in-group partisan elites but significantly less supportive of the same policy when endorsed by the out-group (see also, Druckman, 2012; Druckman et al., 2013) lending support for the Identity-protection Cognition Thesis put forth by Kahan et al. (2017).

The current political polarization related to guns and schools presents an opportunity to investigate cognitive processes, motivated reasoning, and polarization involving gun policies (Parker et al., 2017). An Internet search of the term “school and guns” yielded 539,000,000 results that underscores interest and relevancy for educators (Oct 2022).

Digital Devices

A study by Umejima et al. (2021) showed differences in cognitive processes related to memory and retrieval between note paper and mobile device users. Brain activations for the paper group were deeper and localized in different areas compared to device users. A meta-analysis of studies that compared paper with screen reading highlights a negative performance for screen reading compared to paper (Clinton, 2019).

The convergence of personal values or ideology, group polarization, and digital environments present challenges related to cognitive biases and performance. Because students are socially active and leveraging social media to influence social policies, it is relevant and imperative that educators equip students with the necessary skills to communicate and interpret empirical and scientific information (Nolan, 2017). More to the point, given the current state of political polarization, educators need new approaches to uncover the nexus between ideology, political issues, digital media, and critical thinking.
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Methodology

The primary goal for this study is to investigate the effects of political issues and reading mode on data interpretation (accuracy and motivated reasoning).

Sample Participants and Procedure

The sample for this study were from the U.S. Coast Guard, a military branch whose primary missions involve maritime safety and security (N = 47). Existing class groups of adult military leadership students with approximately 10 years of service were randomly assigned to read either paper or tablet prompts and interpret a data table accurately. The researcher distributed the prompts for the Paper and Tablet groups while in classrooms (Appendix A).

Students reported their political leaning to test for possible associations with responses to the prompts. However, the small sample size and distribution was limited for statistical computation for political association as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Party</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>Republican</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both the Paper and Tablet conditions, students recorded their responses on a separate paper (Appendix B).

The following hypotheses were tested to determine the effects in cognitive performance based on reading mode and political affiliation.

H1: Military students presented with a data interpretation prompt will show significant differences in increased accuracy for paper mode compared to tablet condition.
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H₂: Military students presented with a paper prompt of will show significantly less influence of motivated reasoning of data interpretation compared to tablet condition.

H₃: Military students will show motivated reasoning of data interpretation based on political affiliation.

Design: Quasi-Experimental

Convenience groups of military students were randomly assigned to read paper or digital tablet prompts requiring data interpretation (N = 47). Each condition includes the same prompt comprising two topics to interpret narrative and text data regarding the effectiveness of a rash ointment and concealed gun policy (Appendix A).

Students were presented with statistics for the rash ointment for the first prompt to avoid triggering motivated reasoning or other biases. The second topic, concealed guns, presented comparable data to determine if interpretation was influenced by politically motivated reasoning. Students recorded responses on paper for Paper and Tablet conditions (Appendix B).

Variables

The design for this study examined data interpretation results for the gun ban prompt for accuracy and motivated reasoning in relation to two reading mode conditions. Data was collected (N = 47) to determine associations between reading mode, accuracy, and motivated reasoning. The design allowed for comparisons within and between groups: two levels for reading mode condition (Paper, Tablet) in relation to accuracy and motivated reasoning (see Table 2).
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Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>(N = 47)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper (n=25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet (n=22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

This study sought to determine if there are differences in cognitive performance based on reading mode and motivated reasoning. Chi test statistics were computed to determine significant differences between groups and Cramer’s $\nu$ for the magnitude of the effect size. The following hypotheses were tested:

$H_1$: Military students presented with a data interpretation prompt will show significant differences in increased accuracy for paper mode compared to tablet condition.

$H_2$: Military students presented with a paper prompt of will show significantly less influence of motivated reasoning of data interpretation compared to tablet condition.

$H_3$: Military students will show motivated reasoning of data interpretation based on political affiliation.

Accurate responses by reading modes are displayed in Table 3 and Figure 1.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responses by Mode Condition</th>
<th>(N = 47)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper (n=25)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet (n=22)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A chi-test was computed to determine significant differences for accuracy:

**H₁**: Military students presented with a data interpretation prompt will show significant differences in increased accuracy for paper mode compared to tablet condition. Chi-square test results show a significant difference in accuracy between Paper and Tablet modes ($p < .01$), $X^2 (1, N = 47) = 6.5504, p = .009913$ with a medium effect size ($\eta^2 = 0.38$), supporting H₁, which expected higher accuracy for paper.

A comparison of changes in responses within modes and between modes was tested: **H₂**: Military students presented with a paper prompt of will show significantly less influence of motivated reasoning of data interpretation compared to tablet condition. Although the first prompt was neutral and the second emotional, the calculations for both prompts yield the same result. The prompts sought to investigate the influence of motivated reasoning by change in responses.
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The results for the first and second prompts were examined for changes in accuracy between the rash and the gun prompt (emotional). The gun prompt, which is emotional, relates to identity protection and motivated reasoning. Comparisons within and between modes sought to identify differences for changes in accuracy between rash and gun prompt responses as an indicator of motivated reasoning. Chi-square test results did not show a significant difference with changing responses between Paper and Tablet mode conditions. However, Tablets showed higher frequency of change in responses (41%) compared to Paper (32%).

The third hypothesis examined the influence of political affiliation:

**H₃:** Military students will show motivated reasoning of data interpretation based on political affiliation.

The sample distribution related to political orientation was skewed towards Republican with insufficient data for Democrats and Neutral to determine a significant association between political party and motivated reasoning (change in accuracy between rash and gun prompts). Nevertheless, the distribution of percentage changes in accuracy suggests a pattern of motivated reasoning across each affiliation (Table 4).

**Table 4**

*Motivated Change by Affiliation*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democrats (n=9)</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans (n=30)</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral (n=8)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Change refers to change in accuracy between prompts
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Conclusion

The results from this study indicate differences in computational performance between digital devices and paper when presented with an emotional prompt. There was a significant difference in accuracy between Paper and Tablet participants. As expected, those with Paper prompts had a higher rate of accuracy (60%) vs. Tablet participants (23%). Although there was no statistical difference in motivated reasoning based on mode as measured by changes in responses between the rash and gun prompts, nevertheless, Tablet users changed their responses more frequently compared to Paper users (41% vs 32%). Given the various uses and types of digital devices, there is a lack of understanding of the effects on performance and decisions.

Despite the skewed distribution by political affiliation, there was no statistical difference between parties for motivated reasoning, even though each affiliation showed change in accuracies between the rash and gun prompts. Taken together, the average change for the sample was 38%, suggesting motivated reasoning based on prompts.

Discussion

This study sought to examine the nexus of cognitive biases with digital and non-digital conditions. Students were presented with two computational prompts that yield the same result. The first prompt was neutral (rash treatment) and the second associated with ideological positions (concealed gun bans).

As expected, Paper showed the highest rates for accuracy compared to Tablet condition. Based on previous studies, researchers hypothesized that paper readers may reflect differently compared to digital users who tend to rely more on fast thinking heuristics (Liu, 2005; Mangen et al., 2013).
Hypothesis two investigated the possible association of motivated reasoning of responses for the concealed gun ban prompt based on mode. Motivated reasoning was determined when accurate responses were given to the rash prompt and a change in response to the gun ban prompt. The results did not support a significant difference for motivated reasoning between Paper and Tablet in support of H₂, suggesting consistency in effect for motivated reasoning.

It was expected that the Paper condition would yield higher rates of accuracy compared to Tablet, and that the Paper group would show lower rates for motivated reasoning. The Tablet condition showed the lowest rates for accuracy and the highest rates for motivated reasoning (41%) as indicated by change for responses. It is possible that the lower rates of accuracy and higher rates for motivated reasoning for the Tablet group was in part due to the difference in reading behaviors required for Tablets. For the Paper group, the two prompts were presented on a single, two-sided paper, but for the Tablet group, students had to “swipe” the page to view the second prompt (Appendix A). Nevertheless, for both Paper and Tablet conditions, students recorded responses on paper.

The differences in frequencies results mirror previous research that showed significant differences in responses between one and two-page formats with Tablet groups (Niccoli, 2017). Some of the differences may be influenced by cognitive heuristics and behavioral habits acquired from exposure to digital devices. Earlier studies revealed change in habits, such as swiping and skimming that raise concern about deep-level processing and reflection (Levitin, 2014; Lui, 2006; Mangen et al., 2013).

Given the increasing adoption of digital devices across all areas in our daily lives, together with advances in form and function of devices, gaps in research and understanding of interacting influences involving reasoning skills will remain (Tappin et al., 2021; Grazzley & Rosen, 2016).
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Educators are poised to conduct research that continues to investigate differences in learning performance as conditions change.

Experimental studies by Strömbäck et al. (2020) tested ideological views and numeracy on correct responses using the rash prompt as the neutral scenario and scenarios about gender and immigration as emotional prompts. Results indicate motivated reasoning which could be driven by feelings related to personal or group identity.

This study includes two different factors for examining the effect of data interpretation in relation to reading mode and motivated reasoning. First, rather than comparing different prompts between subjects, this design presented both prompts to the same participants for a within-group comparison. This feature allowed for comparing change in responses from the neutral rash prompt to the ideological prompt about guns. Both prompts presented a comparable data table, thereby requiring the same computation and resulting with the same exact percentages for responses (Appendix A).¹ The second unique feature of this design are the two mode conditions, Paper and Tablet. The results extend current findings by comparing between conditions (Paper, Tablet,) and within subjects. Prior studies included numeracy tests, the cognitive reflection, or cognitive need to know (e.g., Ballarini & Sloman, 2017; Kahan, 2013; Kahan et al., 2017; Stanovich & West, 2008), whereas this study was designed to reduce mathematical difficulty and cognitive biases.

First, the data table included the totals to reduce numeracy difficulty (Appendix A). Next, participants read the neutral rash to moderate possible motivated reasoning before reading the gun prompt. This allowed for comparing the same prompts within subjects rather than between subjects.


Adapted with permission.
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Hypotheses three tested for motivated reasoning based on political affiliation. Although the limitations of the sample size and skewed affiliation distribution did not show a statistical relationship between political party and motivated reasoning, the results showed an overall mean of 38% change in responses between the rash and gun prompts. The significant percentage in changed responses for the gun prompt suggest the importance of existing beliefs and values overall, and these may influence cognitive performance.

It is noteworthy that the 2nd Amendment concerning guns is a polarizing policy issue and related to party endorsements, affective divisions, and self-identity. According to Pew Research Survey results, 42% of gun owners agreed to the position, “Allow teachers and officials to carry guns in K-12 schools” (Parker et al., 2017). Current polarization and party endorsements will require continuous efforts to examine ways to mitigate and reduce cognitive biases involving decisions, especially concerning social policies. Recent findings reveal the connections of group affiliation and dynamics with brain activity, including cognitive and emotional systems, which influence decisions and choices.

Limitations

The sample for this study comprised of military adult students with approximately ten years of service. Although not a demographic representation, the convenience groups were drawn from three different leadership schools. The most homogenous factor is political affiliation, predominately Republican. In addition, a larger, more representative sample may possibly reveal other factors or patterns related to demographic or political affiliation.

---

2 This study was conducted in 2019 prior to the current rise in gun violence.
Implications for Educators

Given the influence of social media on formulating beliefs and reinforce motivated reasoning, it is important for educators to understand how technology impacts cognitive processing and critical thinking as democratic citizens. This is especially crucial given the prevalence and power of false and fake information disseminated across all forms of digital devices (Kraft, Lodge, & Table, 2015; Lazer et al., 2018; Vosoughi, et al., 2018). Because only 20% of college students achieved mastery responses for evaluating digital information, it is imperative that educators understand the contributing factors and identify possible interventions (Nolan, 2017; Wineburg et al., 2016).

The results from this study reveal significant differences between digital and non-digital reading modes in relation to accuracy and motivated reasoning. Current research examines student performance for accuracy in digital environments, but less is known about the interaction of digital conditions with motivated reasoning that affects critical thinking. Considering the influence of social media in disseminating disinformation to elicit emotional response, there is a need to uncover ways to counteract cognitive information processing that impedes sound reasoning.

According to Stanovich and West (2008), those with high intelligence displayed less cognitive reasoning biases if forewarned and given instruction on what to do to avoid biases. Likewise, results of experiments by Ballarini and Sloman (2017) showed that providing a reason was an effective intervention for moderating motivated reasoning biases.

Pennycook et al. (2022) encourage educators to focus on literacy and critical thinking skills. Results from tested models suggest that cognitive sophistication may minimize vulnerability to group or personal identity protection. Considering that 80% of college students are below the
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mastery level for evaluating online information, focusing on enhancing literacy and critical thinking skills is relevant for all educators (Wineburg et al., 2016).

   Educators are charged with preparing citizens of democratic societies to have open minds, seek truth, and make sound judgments. Resistance to cognitive biases may be difficult, but is not futile; there are interventions that educators can implement to foster critical thinking (e.g., critical evaluation skills, bias awareness and forewarning, diverse perspectives).
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Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Party</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Democrat</th>
<th>Republican</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper(n=25)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet (n=22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Responses by Mode Condition  \( (N = 47) \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper ((n=25))</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet ((n=22))</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

Motivated Change by Affiliation  \( (N = 47) \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democrats ((n=9))</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans ((n=30))</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral ((n=8))</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Change refers to change in accuracy between prompts
Figure 1

Correct Responses by Mode (N = 47)
Appendix A

1. Medical researcher developed a new cream for treating skin rashes. New treatments often work but sometimes make rashes worse. Researcher conducted an experiment on patients with skin rashes. In the experiment, one group of patients used the new cream for two weeks and a second group did not use the new cream.

In each group, the number of people whose skin condition got better and the number whose condition got worse are recorded in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rash</th>
<th>Worse</th>
<th>Better</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients who did use the new skin cream</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients who did not use the new skin cream</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate whether the experiment shows that using the new cream is likely to make the skin condition better or worse (compared to not using the cream).

Better________  Worse_______
2. Government officials were unsure whether a law banning private citizens to carry concealed handguns in public would decrease crime by reducing the number of weapons that people carry or increase crime by making it harder for law-abiding citizens to defend themselves.

The table below is crime data for cities that ban carrying concealed weapons and cities that do not ban carrying concealed weapons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>Increase</th>
<th>Decrease</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cities that did ban carrying concealed handguns in public</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cities that did not ban carrying concealed handguns in public</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please indicate whether data supports the conclusion that cities that did ban carrying concealed guns increased crime compared to cities that did not ban.

Yes (increased for bans)__________      No (decreased)__________

DATA INTERPRETATION ANSWER SHEET

CREAM DATA

Please indicate whether the experiment shows that using the new cream is likely to make the skin condition better or worse (compared to not using the cream).

Better_______      Worse_______

GUN BAN

Please indicate whether data supports the conclusion that cities that did ban carrying concealed guns increased crime compared to cities that did not ban.

Yes (increased for bans)_______      No (decreased)_______

I consider my political views leaning towards:

Democrat      Republican